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Preface

Lots of books were written about Roulette. All serious books come to the conclusion
that Roulette cannot be beaten.

Many clever people tried to exploit the game of Roulette to the advantage of the
player. They had good ideas which worked quite well - but in long term they run you
out of money.

No system known today can make you a consistent winner.

Until now!

You are holding the discovery of the 21 st century in your hands! Now you can be a
consistent winner on Roulette. You win every time you play!

Why is this Roulette system different? This System has a completely different attitude
concerning Roulette then the other systems on the market. It is a different way of
looking at the numbers. This system can never fai l .

It even masters the hardest task - it wins every time it is played in Online Casinos! No
system could do this before.

Congratulations again for buying this bullet-proof Roulette System - the last one you'll
ever need!

I won't wish you good luck - as luck is nothing that you'll need!



Description of the game

There are 9 different types of bets possible on Roulette. You can bet on red/black on
odd/even or the numbers from 1 - 1 8  and the numbers from 19-36. Those kinds of bets
have a serious problem - the Roulette wheel has a 0 - American wheels also a 00 - these
Zeros bring you a loss in long term if you bet on those chances. Only the Zero(s) bring
the casino the house advantage of 5.26%

The most rewarding bets are the ones on straight numbers. You get paid 35 to 1 (there
is also the hose advantage calculated).

Just think about it 35 to 1 is a lot more rewarding than 2 to 1. You place e.g. 5$ on the
number 13 and if it comes up you win 175$ plus your invested 5$

Good news: you can also bet on the 0 and the 00! Bad
news: it is hard to guess the right number.

And this is where this fabulous system jumps in!

This system will show you in a crystal clear way on which number to place your next
bet!

Get yourself something to drink - get comfortable in your chair and begin to
discover the secret!



Figures and Tendencies

Ok, the Roulette numbers are random numbers - totally random -especially in online
casinos. I developed a way of bringing order in this random - chaos alike game. It is not
any longer chaos. And believe me you can always see patterns and clear tendencies -
even in a bunch of random numbers. This is what the system is all about:

1. You always bet on 6 consecutive numbers - one unit on each (exception when
you also bet on 0 and 00)

2. Every spin is written down in the system sheet and they form a graph -you bet
on the completing figures of the graph

3. You write down the first 8 spins without betting a single unit
4. You analyse the first 8 spins and make a forecast (by the rules given)
5. If you can't make a sincere forecast you take down more test spins until you can

make a sure forecast
6. If you should loose 6 times in a column - quit the game for this day - and for at

least 24 hours - it is for your protection - in fact you didn't loose much if this
occurs but you will get too nervous and all your following forecasts tend to be
wrong decisions and you would loose more

7. You never increase your bet - absolutely NO progression
8. You bet on the f igures, tendencies and distances that occurred in the f irst 8 (or

more) spins

In the system sheet you make your guess (first guess after 8 t h spin) by making a circle
in the column you think that comes up next. Then you bet one unit on each of the
numbers in that row. After the spin you make a cross in the column that came up.





Patterns - your best friends

Which patterns do exist? Good news: all sequences of numbers can be divided into 5
major patterns!

Neighbours (N)

Neighbours are hits that go to the same column or to the neighbouring column. This is
one of the most common patters and it is the most constant one. It is important that
you know that the table doesn't end on the right side - so the column (00- 31 32 33
34 35 36) is also a neighbour of the first column ( 0 1 2 3 4  5 6 )

Return (R)



As you can see a Return is a pattern that consists of 2 hits in the same column and
one hit outside that column. Many books have been written about this kind of pattern.
Most books are about patterns in red/black sequences. The Return is a very
important pattern!

Neighbourhood Return (NR)

A neighbourhood Return is almost the same like a return but it goes back to a
neighbouring column instead of the same column.

Bow (B)

The bow is an uncommon pattern - but sometimes it comes up.



Line (L)

This is a very common and consistent pattern - it always consists of hits within the
same distance. You need to know that the table end on the right or left side -you must
see the table as a circle. The first column is also a neighbour of the last column. Some
people need some time to recognize this - but after some practise you'll know this
automatically.

You have to know that some patterns morph into other patters or they stop some
time. It is also important to see the patterns together with the distances.

On the next pages you'll see some example games taken from real online casinos!



Intercasino 08/05/01

This example is taken from the real multiplayer mode of
Intercasino on August 5th 2001.

We first write down the first 8 spins without placing a
single bet. The last 4 no-bet spins showed us 2
neighbourhood returns with the distances 2 and 3. As we
follow the tendency we place one unit on each of the
numbers in column #5 because we expect a distance of 2.
Number 2 comes up with a distance of 1 - so we lost 6
units. As this confuses us we just watch the next spin
without placing a bet. We got a distance of 2. Still very
confusing - so no bet on the next spin. (Why should we
risk money if we are not sure?) Column #5 comes up - a
distance of 1. The last 3 distances were 1-2-1 - so the
next one should be a distance of 2. As all the hits seem
to move to the right side we place our bets on each of
the numbers in column #1 -including the zero - so we place
7 units on the table. Number 4 comes up so we win 29
units as the sequence of distances seems to be stable (1-
2-1-2) there should be another distance 1.
So we place our bet on each of the numbers in column #2 -
Number 8 comes up and we win 30 units (this time we placed
6 bets so there is the win of 30) As we see, we have a
very stable sequence of distances between the hits.
Corresponding to the tendency there should be another
distance of 2 - we place the bet on the numbers in column
# 4 - 2 1  comes up and we win 30 units. Next should be a
distance of 1 - so we place our bet on the numbers of
column #5 - 32 comes up and we lose 6 units. The sequence
of constant distances seems to have ended. As this makes
us unsure what to do next we don't place a bet and just
watch the game. 11 comes up - which is the third distance
of 2 in a sequence -so we decide that there will be
another distance of 2 and we place our bets on the
numbers in column #4 - 17 comes up (column #3) - we lost
6 units. This confuses us again so we decide to watch the
game not placing a bet. 22 comes up. As we had a sequence
of distances of 2 before - there could be a sequence of
distances of 1 now. So we place our bet on column #5 - 27
comes up we won 30 units. At this time we decide to end
the game. Overall we won 101 units! Even though we played
with 5$ units we won 505$ in total!





William Hill Casino 10/12/01

This example is taken from the William Hill Online
Casino on October 12th 2001.

The first 8 spins show us a couple of returns with the
distance of 2 - so we can expect that to happen later. The
last 4 test spins also show us a bow - so we can expect
bows in the game too. With the 9th spin we expect the bow
to complete with the distance of 1 - 13 comes up and we
lose 7 units. As we had many returns in the past we expect
a return to column #5 - we don't get a return but a NR
(neighbourhood return) which makes us lose 6 units. As
this didn't work well and we are confused what to do next
we don't bet and wait the next spin. Again column # 6 .
Well, this could probably lead to a next column #6 hit -
and we are right so we win 29 units. (Note: If you are an
inexperienced player - stop now -you have won 16 units at
this point which is already a great result)
Now we expect a hit to column #6 again - but this time we
are wrong and lose 7 units. As we had many returns in the
past we expect a return to column #6 again - again we are
wrong and lose 7 units again. Well, we still believe that
the hits must come back to column #6 as this could be a
bow (we had one before) - 00 comes up and we are right this
time and win 29 units. This time we expect to get a new
bow (or at least a return). We bet on column #4 as this
was the column the last bow started with. We are right and
win 30 units. As we were right we expect the bow to go on
and bet on column #1 -this time we are wrong and lose 7
units. So it was no bow but a return -so we bet on
another return to column #4 - we are right and win 30
units. All in all we won 84 units - not a bad result.





Prestigecasino 08/06/01

This example is taken from the real multiplayer mode of
Prestigecasino on August 6th 2001.

After the first 8 spins we got 4 neighbourhoods and 2
returns, the returns are exceptional patterns. All the
returns were between column #2 and column #4. After the
test spins we expect a return to column #2 -9 comes up and
we win 30 units. Now we expect a return back to column #4
- column #2 comes up we lose 6 units. As we still believe
in the return to column #4 we bet on column #4 (there were
no more than 2 hits in the same column in a sequence so
far in this game so there must be the return) 20 comes up
and we win 30 units! As the previous patterns show us
before there were 2 hits in one column then 2 hits in the
other column - so we expect that column #4 comes up again
- column #1 comes up and we lose 6 units.  As there must
come up a return (corresponding to the previous sequence)
we bet again on column #4 - 20 comes up and we win 30
units! Now the pattern becomes confusing and we can't say
for sure what column comes up next so we don't bet and
just watch the spin. 32 comes up and still doesn't lead
us to a solution - we watch the next spin. 17 comes up -
still no idea what would happen next - we also watch the
next spin without placing a b e t .  13 comes up - 2 hits in
the same column - this brings us back to a previous
pattern so we can expect a return with the distance 2 to
the left side. So we place our bet on column #1 - number 4
makes us a winner of 29 units. Now we expect that the
return completes back to column #3 -we place our bet there
and win again. At this point we end the game - a total win
of 137 units! With 5$ units this would be 6 8 5 $ ! ! !





Vegas USA Casino 10/05/01

This example is taken from the real singleplayer mode of
Vegas USA Online Casino on October 5th 2001. Find details
about Vegas USA in your free Bonus eBook. Note: in order
to get the test spins you just place random bets with
'zero-chips'

In the first 8 spins we had nice returns and a couple of
neighbours, as the neighbours are the most recent
patterns - in spin 5 - 8 we had 2 pairs of neighbours
with the distance of 2. As wehave a tendency to returns
we can expect a new pair of neighbours with the distance
of 2. So we bet on column #3 and win 30 units. As we had
neighbours before we can expect a new hit to that column
#3 - we are right and win 30 units. Now we expect a
return back to column #5 - but this time we are wrong and
lose 6 units. As we expect such a neighbourhood pair we
had before we bet on column #6 -wrong angain and we lose 7
units.
As we had a bow before it is very likely that the whole
pattern returns to column #3 - so we bet on it and we are
right which brings us a 30 units profit. As we had those
pairs of neighbours we expect that column #3 hits again -
this time we are wrong and lose 6 units. At this point we
see clearly that a new pattern developed - a Line going
from right to left with an offset distance of 2. So we
bet on column #5 and win 30 units. With the 16th spin we
bet on column #3 because it has a distace of 2 to the
left direction which would perfectly fit into the
previous line - this time we are wrong and lose 6 units.

After all we have a 95 units winning - with 5$ units
this would have been 475$ in just 20 minutes!





Spielbank Hamburg 01/01/01

This example is taken from a real 'offline' casino in
Hamburg, Germany. They publish their spins in realtime
online. Just go to http://www.spielbank-hamburg.de and
click on vPermanenzen'.

In the first 8 spins we see 2 returns one Neigbourhood
return and one Line.
On the 9th spin we bet on column #4 as we expect to get a
new line to the opposite direction. But instead we get a
Neighbour and lose 6 units. As the line before was very
constant we expect the new line to go on and think that
the previous spin was just a fuzzy one. So we bet on
column #3 and win 30 units.
As we expect the line to go on we bet on column #2 and
lose 6 units. The line seems to have stopped as it was
interrupted 2 times. At this point we are confused as a
pattern just stopped. So, on the next spin we don't bet
anything and wait.
As this spin came to column #6 we can expect another Line
so we bet on coulmn #1 (#1 is the neighbouring column of
# 6 )  - we are wrong and lost 7 units. This is the second
set of 2 neighbours - so maybe we should watch out for
such a combination. As we can't say for sure what happens
next we don't bet anything. Column #4 came up so we place
our bet again on column #4 as we expect to get such a
neighbour again - and we are right so we win 30 units. At
this point we end our game with a +42 units winning.

Althought this is just a below average result it is still
a lot of money if you just played with 5$ units. It shows
you that even if you are wrong from time to time you can
still gain a lot with this system!





Kiwi Casino 11/12/01

This example is taken from the Kiwi Casino single-zero
single player table on November 12th 2001.

In the first 8 spins we see a very consistent Line (L)
and a neigbourhood pair. So we can expect further lines
in the future.
Spin 6 , 7  and 8 confuse us as the line stopped and we
can't determine what pattern should appear next - a line
would make sense but we don't know with which distance
right now. So we wait one more spin to see what happens -
0 comes up - cloumn #1. This leads us to a new line,
this time with a distance of 2. As we see this we expect
the next hit to be in column # 5 - 2 6  comes up and we are
right - winning of 30 units. We expect a new hit with a
distace of 2 to the left side so we bet on column # 3 -
2 6  comes up again which is a hit to column #5 - we lose 6
units.
Last time we had such a pair of neigbours we had a hit to
one column left thereafter (last time 36-34-30) so we
expect the same pattern to appear again and bet column #4
- we win 30 units.
As we see this pattern to come up again we expect it to
gop on like in the previous pattern as we had this
combination - so we bet on column #2 and win 30 units
again! So in this case we had a pattern that can't be put
into a category but the same pattern appeared twice even
though it is a complex one. We still think that this
pattern goes on and bet on column #6 - this time we are
wrong and lose 7 units. The complex pattern must have
been stopped so we are not sure what could happen next
and don't bet. We get a Return to column #2 - the 2nd

Return in a row - so there could ba a return to column #4
- we are right and win 30 units. We close this session
with a plus of 107 units!





The Secret to succeed with this system:

Practise. Practise. Practise

At first the System might sound confusing to you - but it isn't. Read this manual from
cover to cover until you have completely understood it. This system is not about
guessing or voodoo or something - no, every decision is rational here. You need to get
an eye for it. It is l ike the stock market, with my system you have an insider-tip what is
most l ikely to happen next. At the beginning you may win less - maybe you don't play
the optimum. After every game look at the sheet - ask yourself "What could I have
done better?". By criticizing yourself you get better and better. In order to win
consistently at roulette you need to practise!

Just download an online casino mentioned in our free bonus eBook located at:

http://www.winning-at-roulette.com/bonusebook.exe

Every one of those casinos mentioned there offers a free mode, so you don't need to
risk any money at all to practise the system. Once you are absolutely familiar with the
patterns and you know when and how they occur you'l l be amazed how much money
you win in every game.

It just needs some time and work - but it will reward you thousands of times! My best

wishes for you!

Dr. Neubauers guarantee :

My personal guarantee:

If you don't win at least 200 units in 30 days by using my system exactly as stated in
this^booklet. Return the booklet within 30 days for a full refund of your money!

  

Dr. Phillip Neubauer




